
Welcome to Calder House School Magazine, 2017.  This year, the Purple 

Class editorial team agreed on two targets for our magazine: 1).  To  get 

even more children’s work in; 2). More poetry and handwritten work.  

Each  and every Purple Class has had its own priorities.  These were 

ours. 

 

We hope you enjoy our magazine.  At well over ONE HUNDRED pages, 

we learned a lot about organising children’s work—getting it all into one 

format (Publisher), re-sizing, etc.  It’s not as easy as it looks!  But, if 

there’s one thing Calder House has given us, it is resilience—and the 

knowledge that the things most worthwhile are often the things that 

are quite challenging.   Anyway, we would like to begin with why we 

chose this photograph.   



 

So, Purple Class trawled through hundreds of photos.  Our mission?  To 

find just two (yes, that was the limit Mr Perks put on us) photographs 

that—to use our teacher’s words: ‘Capture the very essence of what 

you think it is that Calder House has done for you.  Capture what sets 

us apart.  What makes us so special.’ 

 

Well . . . It took about two hours.  The best bit of the process were the 

discussions we had, with  one Purple Class boy becoming quite           

philosophical: ‘Every one of us will see something different in 

these photos.  And THAT is why THESE are the photos we 

must use.  Calder House is different things to different 

children.  For lots of us, it has been about becoming    

better readers.  But, not for everybody.  For some, it’s 

about something else—like just being able to get up out of 

bed in the morning and say: “Yes, I want to go to school 

today.”’ 



So, why the rainbow?   

Well, we suppose it’s obvious.  Just look at how gloomy the sky looks 

in our cover photograph.  It is menacing and     morose!  But, do you 

think that this is what we (the children standing at that gate) were 

looking at and thinking of?  NO!  To be honest, we didn’t even 

notice the dark thunder clouds until we looked at the photo again.   

 

BECAUSE WE WERE TOO BUSY STARING AT 

THE RAINBOW!  AND THAT SHOULD TELL 

YOU ALL YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT WHY 

WE CHOSE THAT IMAGE TO REPRESENT 

WHAT CALDER HOUSE HAS DONE FOR US. 



It wasn’t always the way.  When we looked at this photo, a lot of 

Purple Class realised that—not so long ago—many of us would only 

have noticed the thunder clouds.  Mr Perks always says he loves his 

room because it gives him a view of the children as they come up 

the path in the mornings.  He says he can instantly tell how we are 

feeling by the way we walk up that path.  Once he told us this, we   

started watching the children too.   

 

He was right! 

 

A lot of our children walk up that path looking up to the sky—not 

down at their shoes.  THAT SAYS A LOT!  Mr Perks then showed 

us some images of Lowry’s paintings of industrial England, where 

everyone seems to walk around just looking at the ground. rather 

than looking up at the promise the sky holds.  ALWAYS       

REMEMBER TO LOOK UP!! 



And what about our second photograph then?  The one of the 

three runners. 

 

Well, this photo reminded us all of the support and   friendship we 

have found through Calder House.  This sense of family happens 

across all ages here.  The teachers are there to support 

us, but we think that what is even more important 

than is the way they have shown us how to support 

each other. 

 

This photograph shows two Purples holding back in our last cross-

country run.  They held back to support a younger   runner.  We 

will say no more, as the image says it all.   

Danny, Archie and Lara 



Okay, okay . . . We know we said we had chosen two photo-

graphs, but we couldn’t resist this one for everything it says 

about Calder House.  This is a photograph of Ms Kennedy’s Gar-

dening Club.  Just look at how proud we look at have nurtured 

these plants from seeds into seedlings.  They took care: we wa-

tered them twice a day, making sure the soil was topped up and 

turning them to get the best sun possible. 

 

We wanted this photograph because, really, the way we looked 

after these  seeds was similar to how we have been looked     

after.  Like our plants, we have flourished, too.  Our teachers 

have turned us to the sun. 



DESERT ISLAND INTERVIEWS WITH 

NEW MEMBERS OF STAFF 

2017 

 

Every year, we take new teachers and interview them with 

our—now famous—desert island questions.  We chose these 

questions carefully, knowing that the answers will tell us a lot 

(perhaps too much?) about those teachers who joined us this 

year. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Our Famous ‘Desert Island Disc 

Questions’ For Teachers 
 

Name: Miss Cooney 

What You Teach: Spellings, English, Maths, Reading and Netball, 

Rounders and Badminton. 

1. If you could invite only three people to a dinner party, who would 

they be?  You need to explain your choice (it may include 

‘historical’ figures). 

J.F.K – I received my first A at secondary school for a project I carried 

out on the Kennedy family. Like my own family, the Kennedys are 

Irish Catholics who have strived to work hard and be successful. In 

contrast however, the family has been riddled with controversy and 

misfortune.  

    Additionally, my father was 

fascinated by J.F.K’s presidency and of 

course his final assassination so I used to 

hear my father’s stories and theories about 

all of these exciting and dramatic events. It 

led me to want to research and discover 

more. I’ll never forget that summer when I 

spent hours in the library for the Kennedy 

project, keenly studying and learning.  



Mother Teresa - I admire people with incredible discipline, who work 

hard, yet are also deeply kind. It is extraordinarily difficult to be 

selfless and I think Mother Teresa tried her very hardest to always 

think of others rather than herself. I am not a fan of ego-maniacs 

and Mother Teresa sets a great example to those who need to be 

more thoughtful and considerate of the needs of others.  

Jane Austen – Clearly, Jane Austen was a pioneer for both women 

and writers, of her time. I would love to know what gave her the 

courage to be slightly unconventional and describe the controver-

sial issues of her day. Austen also managed to convey this descrip-

tion through a very appealing writing style, which was easy to 

read, even for those most challenged readers.  

 

2. You are stranded on an island.  Which book would you take with 

you? 

 Kensuke’s Kingdom by Michael Morpugo – This would give me 

the faith to believe that I would eventually get off the island. I also 

love the way that Morpurgo links childhood with old age. I have 

always enjoyed the company of older people, particularly my 

granny who lived with us whilst I was growing up.  



3. If you were allowed to take any four items with you, what 

would they be (and you are not allowed a boat-building kit!). 

I would definitely need a contraption for listening to the LW 

radio (preferably with music)  

I would have to have sun-cream because I get sunburnt, even 

sitting in the shade 

I would most definitely need a mosquito net to protect me 

from irritating bites and malicious insects 

Communication from loved ones such as emails, letters, cards, 

telegrams, faxes and whatever else I could gather up. I am 

a social animal and couldn’t bear to live without the 

knowledge that there were others out there. 

4. If you hadn’t been a teacher, what would your next       career 

choice have been?  Please explain your preference. 

 It would most definitely be a musical actress or a broadcaster. 

People have always commented on my voice for both positive 

and negative reasons. I would surely have to exploit it for the 

right reasons.  



5. If you could return to one moment in History, WHEN would it have 

been?  Please say why.  

 This is so difficult because there are so many things I would have 

loved to have witnessed. Yet there are also many moments I’m 

glad to have missed. Perhaps when Elvis Presley first appeared on 

the Ed Sullivan show? Even better if I had been in the audience! 

  

6. Favourite dessert?  

Oh dear, anything with salted caramel I’m afraid.  

7. If you could suggest one book that you feel every child should read 

before they hit 12, which book would it be? 

Oh the places you will go! – Dr. Seuss. Anyone can read this book, even 

if you’re having problem trying to read fluently.  

8. If you were allowed to take a ‘Memory Box’ to the island with you, 

which 4 objects would you place in there.  If you feel able to, we 

would love for you to explain why you chose these items. 

A gold bracelet my father gave my mother when they were  

engaged. 

A rather large bag of letters I collected through school and  

university. 

Edward bear – the teddy bear I have had since I was a child 

(although he now rests at home). 



Name: Mrs Rajawasam 

  

What You Teach: Mathematics, Computing and Art. 

1. If you could invite only three people to a dinner party, 

who would they be?  You need to explain your choice 

(it may include ‘historical’ figures). Martin Luther 

King, Ghandi and Trump. I think the conversation would 

be dynamic and I could just listen and learn some great 

communication and manipulation techniques. 

2. You are stranded on an island.  Which book would you 

take with you? I would attach two together to avoid 

making the decision. One would be Pride and Prejudice 

and the other the Bible – both have story, depth and 

would take some time to read. 

3. If you were allowed to take any four items with you, 

what would they be (and you are not allowed a boat-

building kit!). A knife, a rope, a tent and a lighter. 

4. If you hadn’t been a teacher, what would your next       

career choice have been?  Please explain your        

preference. 

I’d work in a bank as I have always wanted to play with 

numbers. 



 

5. I If you could return to one moment in History, 

WHEN would it have been?  Please say why.  

Sorry I am a ‘future person’ so I would like to be in 

retirement living in a hot country, preferably  

India. 

6. Favourite dessert? Tiramisu. 

7. If you could suggest one book that you feel 

every child should read before they hit 12, 

which book would it be? 

The first Harry Potter book. 

8. If you were allowed to take a ‘Memory Box’ to 

the island with you, which 4 objects would 

you place in there.  If you feel able to, we 

would love for you to explain why you chose 

these items. 

a) Photo Album of my immediate family as that is 

who I care about most. 

I can’t think of anything else that could add to 

this.  



Name:      Mrs Rajani 

1. If you could invite only three people to a dinner party, who 

would they be? You need to explain your choice (it may 

include ‘historical’ figures). 

Oscar Wilde - I think he would share the most hilarious stories. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Queen - she is an amazing woman who has had the 

opportunity to be apart of so many important events. 

Keanu Reeves - been in so many amazing films (Point break, Matrix, 

Little Buddha, etc), plays guitar and has also experienced so much     

tragedy but by all accounts is still a caring individual.  

 

2. You are stranded on an island. Which book would you 

take with you? 

My favourite book that I never get bored of is Persuasion by Jane Aus-

ten. 

3. Favourite dessert? 

Tied between Tiramisu and Profiteroles 

 



4. If you were allowed to take any four items with you, what 

would they be (and you are not allowed a boat-building 

kit!). 

Does Bear Grylls count as ‘an item’?  NO! 

If not I would take a hammock - I can’t cope if I don’t have a 

good night’s sleep! 

A water filter bottle. 

A guide to foraging, so that I can find something to eat 

without poisoning myself. 

A pack of cards to play. 

 

5. If you could return to one moment in History, WHEN 

would it have been? Please say why. 

I would loved to have been there when Stonehenge was 

being construct-

ed. Then I could 

see how they 

managed 

to transport such 

massive stones 

200 miles and 

then lift 

them into place. 

I might even find 

out why! 



 

 

 

When Mr Perks asked us to think about the order in which we 

wanted children’s work to appear in our magazine, we took a 

long look   everything we had.  IT WAS A LOT!  But really we         

always knew what was going to take up the first bit of this 

year’s magazine (after our famous ‘desert island interviews’): 

it was always going to be the poetry.  We have learned lots at 

Calder House, but the one thing I will take away with me and 

have for the rest of my life (and pass along to my own children 

too) is A LOVE OF WORDS.   

 

 

So what better place 

to begin than with 

the words of our  

students? 

 

- Archie - 



These poems were written in a Mindfulness subskills 

class focused on friendship. 

 

Friends can be animals, friends can be people. 

Responsible friends can be trusted. 

I stand up for my friends, when things go wrong. 

Every day I stroke and kiss my cat, Jasper. 

New friends fade and come and go, 

Days pass by – we get older friends who move house or even die but 

Still we have memories and pictures of them in our hearts. 

By Ellie 

 

Friends are amazing! 

Really happy, 

I’m so lucky to have friends like mine!  

Even when I feel sad, I think about my friends and feel better. 

Never have I lost a friend. 

Days go by fast when I’m with friends. 

By 



The Sun 

 

The Sun smiles and gets out of bed, 

And opens the cloudy curtains. 

She shoots rays at the Earth. 

The Sun is laughing in the sky. 

By Hannah 

 

 

The Sun 

 

The sun is as hot as lava, 

The sun is very light. 

The sun is like an orange basketball 

In space. 

 

By Ollie 



The Sun 

The Sun is wearing shiny new clothes, 

The Sun is yellow, 

Like a bright light bulb  

Hanging in the sky. 

The Sun is the golden Guardian 

Of the sky. 

By George. 

 

The Sun 

The sun is like melted chocolate, 

The sun is like a gleaming spirit, 

It is like a golden, running man. 

The Sun is like a golden lollipop. 

It is like a golden Labrador, 

Hiding in the clouds. 

The Sun is our best friend. 

By Wilson 



The Sun 

The Sun is like a golden sphere, 

Hanging in the sky. 

The sun is like a light bulb 

Gilding the sky. 

It is as hot as red lava. 

Sometimes the sun clambers 

Under his cloudy duvet. 

When he laughs.. 

He makes us hot! 

By Seth 

 

The Sun 

The sun jumps out of bed  

And runs to the window 

And smiles! 

He is a big bouncing ball. 

The sun has a yellow face 

But in the evening 

He goes red. 

By Josh 



Reverse Poetry 

 
 

 

Mr Perks loves teaching poetry, but feels that ‘Reverse Poetry’ 

has a special place in his heart because of the way it subverts 

our expectations, forcing the  reading to see the world      

differently.   

 

Poetry, he says, is good for us for so many reasons: it helps to 

build up our vocabulary.  When you lack words, you shut down 

to new insights, ideas and ways of  reasoning.  People with 

larger vocabularies have the tools (words) with which to break 

out of old patterns of thought.   

Words empower us. 

 

But, he says, perhaps even more important than this: words in 

the form of poetry have the power to change the way we feel 

for the better.  Just read his favourite  reverse poem.   

You’ll see what he means. 



Today was the absolute worst day ever 
And don't try to convince me that 
There's something good in every day 
Because, when you take a closer look, 
This world is a pretty evil place. 
Even if 
Some goodness does shine through once in a while 
Satisfaction and happiness don't last. 
And it's not true that 
It's all in the mind and heart 
Because 
True happiness can be attained 
Only if one's surroundings are good 
It's not true that good exists 
I'm sure you can agree that 
The reality 
Creates 
My attitude 
It's all beyond my control 
And you'll never in a million years hear me say  
Today was a very good day 

 

But there's one more line... 

Now read from bottom to top 
 



Which would go something like this... 

Today was a very good day 
And you'll never in a million years hear me say 
It's all beyond my control. 
My attitude 
Creates 
The reality 
I'm sure you can agree that 
It's not true that good exists 
Only if one's surroundings are good 
True happiness can be attained 
Because 
It's all in the mind and heart 
And it's not true that 
Satisfaction and happiness don't last. 
Some goodness does shine through once in a while 
Even if 
This world is a pretty evil place. 
Because, when you take a closer look, 
There's something good in every day 
And don't try to convince me that 
Today was the absolute worst day ever. 
 
 
 



WE LOVE LANGUAGE THAT HAS RHYTHM.   

CALDER HOUSE TEACHES THE IMPORTANCE OF 

RHYME, RHYTHM AND REPETITION TO   

LEARNING HOW TO READ. 

IT SEEMED ONLY RIGHT, THEN, THAT PURPLE 

CLASS MADE THE DECISION TO HAVE THE  

KENNINGS (WRITTEN BY MRS DALLYN’S 

ENGLISH GROUP) TOWARDS THE FRONT OF 

THIS YEAR’S MAGAZINE. 



Football 

Ball-kicker 

Rivalry-starter 

Money-winner 

Talent-breaker 

Header-upper 

Crowd-gasper 

Mud-slider 

Best -Sport England 

Best-back of the paper 

Wilson  



 

Fire 

Hot-flaming 

Big-breather 

Embers-heater 

Cracker-sizzler 

Dis-integrater 

Jesse  



Fish 

Tail-wiggler 

Tag-player 

Food-snatcher 

Bubble-blower 

Cat-supper 

Egg-layer 

Weed-hider 

 

By Hannah  



Dog 
Cat-chaser 
Ball-fetcher 
Pizza-stealer 
Lead-puller 
Leaf-chaser 
Stroke-lover 
River-jumper 

Human-follower 
Waker-upper 

Postman-biter 
Oscar  



Fishes 

Cat-hater 

Bubble-blower 

Egg-layer 

Gravel-shifter 

Air-breather 

Meat-eater 

Tag-player 

Weed-hider 

 

Seth 



 

AND THE KENNING CLOSEST TO                 
MR PERKS’S OWN HEART WAS . . . 

 

The Old Landrover 

Tyre-popper 

Clutch-cruncher 

Brake-failure 

Snorkel-sucker 

Exhaust-spitter 

Winch-puller 

Axle-bender 

Road-speeder 

 

Ollie  



TO CELEBRATE THE END OF SATS, CALDER 

HOUSE HELD A SPECIAL HAWAIIAN DAY. 

 

WE DID LOTS OF ACTIVITIES, WITH ONE OF 

THEM INVOLVING WRITING A STORY FOR 

YOUNGER CHILDREN.  THE STORY HAD TO 

INVOLVE CREATURES FOUND ON—OR 

NEAR—HAWAII. 

 

WE HOPE YOU ENJOY THESE EXAMPLES. 

 

GOLD CLASS HAVE CERTAINLY ENJOYED 

READING THEM. 



The story of  

Dave the Sea Turtle 

A story by Eddie Haynes 

 

 

Once there lived a sick-sea turtle and his name was Dave.  

Dave’s mum and dad were so busy – they didn’t have time 

to think of another name, so they simply used his uncle for 

inspiration. 

 

That was kind of the problem really.  His mum and dad were 

always sooooooooo busy.  That meant boredom . . . LOTS OF 

BOREDOM!   

 

It was the boredom that did it (as well as the fact that he 

was always being confused for his uncle – BIGGER Dave. 

So it was that Dave woke one morning, having made the de-

cision to find  adventure and new friends. 



He met up with his friend, Bob (another sea creature 

with very busy parents!).  Bob was a jelly fish . . . with a 

shocking personality.   

 

This was another problem. 

 

It’s kinda hard to get friendly with a jelly fish.  Dave was 

his only friend . . . you see – Dave had a shell which pro-

tected him from Bob’s sting.  But Bob and Dave were 

destined to be friends, because they both wanted AD-

VENTURE MORE THAN ANYTHING! 



Bob’s other problem was having no mouth.  It 

made it difficult talking to him.  When you can-

not see the mouth of the other sea creature 

you are talking to, it can be a bit scary! 

So when Dave arrived at the meeting spot, he 

saw Bob hugging (or, electrifying) one of 

his friends – a starfish named Danny. 

‘Hey, Bob,’ called Dave, ‘stop hugging Danny – 

he’s turning a funny colour!’ 

‘Oh . . . so sorry Danny.  I sometimes forget that 

I’m a jellyfish and you’re a starfish.’ 

 

They head off, carried on the warm currents, 

passing the quiet coral on their way.  For days 

they travelled (passing a kelp forest called 

‘Annabelle’)  

 



 

 

and a stingray 

 

(who couldn’t stop smiling) named Lara.  A 

friendly barracuda – named Toby – showed 

them the fastest currents, and a puffer fish 

(called Ben), who showed them where the very 

best food could be caught. 



 

Mr and Mrs Tigershark (whose first names were 

Archie and Charlotte) were the friendliest sharks 

Bob and Dave had ever met.   

 

They journeyed on the current where they met an-

other sea turtle group.  Strangely, all of them but 

one said their names were ‘EDDIE’ (and they ALL 

talked a lot!).   

 

They swam and swam, and –yes – they saw        

wonderful, new things. 



BUT, do you know what? 

 

They began to miss their parents.  They missed 

home, too.  What once seemed boring, now felt 

like the place they missed most of all.   

 

‘DO YOU KNOW WHAT?’ Dave said to Bob, ‘I 

HAVE REALLY ENJOYED THIS TRIP, BUT I AM BE-

GINNING TO FEEL THAT THE BEST PART OF THIS 

JOURNEY IS THE BIT WHERE WE ARRIVE HOME.’ 

 

Bob smiled his mouthless smile (it always 

amazed Dave how he knew when Bob was smil-

ing – even though Bob had no mouth!).   



BUT, do you know what? 

 

They began to miss their parents.  They missed 

home, too.  What once seemed boring, now felt like 

the place they missed most of all.   

 

‘DO YOU KNOW WHAT?’ Dave said to Bob, ‘I HAVE 

REALLY ENJOYED THIS TRIP, BUT I AM BEGINNING TO 

FEEL THAT THE BEST PART OF THIS JOURNEY IS THE 

BIT WHERE WE ARRIVE HOME.’ 

 

Bob smiled his mouthless smile (it always amazed 

Dave how he knew when Bob was smiling – even 

though Bob had no mouth!).   

 

‘I know exactly what you mean,’ Bob said, and they 

both turned themselves around and headed home. 



The (Not So Terrible)     

Adventures of Wilf, the  

Great White Shark 

By Miranda 



Wilf was a shark like any other.  He liked eating.  

He couldn’t help it.  He was a shark after all. 

 

But he also wanted friends and it can be hard 

making friends when you have teeth the size of 

a Labrador. 

 

When he smiled all the teeth showed like a long 

line of swords just waiting to dice up today’s 

food. 

 

Other sea creatures were scared of him.  It 

wasn’t his fault.   

 

One day, as he was swimming past a coral reef 

(near Hawaii), he heard a puffer fish (called 

Freddie) calling for help.  Now Freddie hadn’t 

always been kind to Wilf.   



In fact, he had spread lies about him, telling   

other fish that Wilf ate everything.   

This was not true. 



In fact, Wilf did his best to feed only on the 

fish that had been thrown back by the fish-

erman.  These fish were already dead, but 

still fresh. 

 

So Wilf really just wanted to swim by.  But, 

then, a little voice in his head told him that 

this was wrong.   

 

He turned around and swam back quickly.  He 

found Freddie cornered by a gang of (very 

small) prawns.  He was very, very scared.   

 



Freddie screamed so loudly that all the other 

sea creatures stopped and watched. 

 

As soon as the prawns saw Wilf coming, they 

swam away, hiding in the coral. 

 

‘Now, listen, all of you,’ spoke Wilf in a low, 

but patient, voice, ‘this is just no way to be-

have.  We are all creatures of the ocean 

here.  We need to protect each other – like a 

family.’ 

 

And as soon as Wilf had spoken those words, 

all the fish for miles around soon knew how 

kind he was.  Friends flocked to his side, and 

Freddie had to admit to all the others that 

he had made up lies about Wilf. 



But, soon, both he and Wilf were best of friends.  

In fact, they were better than that. 

 

They were like family. 

 

 

 

 

 



Freddie screamed so loudly that all the other 

sea creatures stopped and watched. 

 

As soon as the prawns saw Wilf coming, they 

swam away, hiding in the coral. 

 

‘Now, listen, all of you,’ spoke Wilf in a low, but 

patient, voice, ‘this is just no way to behave.  We 

are all creatures of the ocean here.  We need to 

protect each other – like a family.’ 

 

And as soon as Wilf had spoken those words, all 

the fish for miles around soon knew how kind he 

was.  Friends flocked to his side, and Freddie 

had to admit to all the others that he had made 

up lies about Wilf. 

 



A Review of: The Boy Made of Blocks by Keith Stuart 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sam is 8 years old: unhappy at school, held back by his limited vocabulary, and guided through the world by 

his two thirty-something parents. As his father, Alex, sees it, “the world is a gigantic engine that needs to 

function in a certain way, with predictable actions, in order to ensure Sam’s safety. Before he can relax, he 

needs to know the timings and movements of everything around him, and he must have his finger on the off 

button at all times.” 

This is a crisp summary of one of the basic components of autism, which sits at the heart of ‘A Boy Made of 

Blocks’, and has a sense of a missionary author who needs to tell the world about things too often            

misunderstood. 

Stuart tells his story in the voice of Alex, who is enduring an uncertain separation from Sam’s mother, Jody, 

is about to lose his job as a mortgage adviser and is suffering the long aftermath of a grim childhood be-

reavement.  

Sam and his dad, by contrast, crave stability and certainty, and in this shared predicament lies a simple in-

sight. “Autism is a kind of intense, very centred version of how we all feel, of the anxieties we all have,” says 

Alex.  

Minecraft becomes as much a part of the action as the Bristol streetscape, as Alex and Sam set off on re-

peated odysseys which take in zombies, “creepers” and, most of all, the creation of ever more ambitious 

buildings, using the titular blocks. “In this universe, where the rules are unambiguous, where the logic is 

clear and unerring, Sam is in control,” his father says, as he marvels at his son’s sudden ingenuity. The           

comically blocky people and animals take on a deep fascination, and the game’s omnipresent piano music 

becomes a signifier for something unexpectedly profound – as the two of them breach the parameters of 

the game, and apply some of its lessons to everyday life. 

‘A Boy Made of Blocks’ is constructed around not just a great plot (the moving Minecraft contest in London, 

is particularly inspired), but a rare sense of honesty and insight. Most of all it shows how autism need not be 

something discrete and fenced-off: it’s a condition that shines light on the most fundamental parts of being 

human. 

Mrs Parsons 



SOME EXTRACTS OF WRITING ABOUT CELTIC RELIGION  

BY THE GOLD CLASS 

 

Name some special talents a Druid might have? 

‘He could talk to the Gods and follow the stars in the sky. A druid would give a dagger to the God of the 

Sky – to stop the rain but it didn’t work’    Ollie Knockton 

‘A druid could bury a dead warrior with his sword so he was ready for the afterlife’    Georgia Lloyd 

‘The Celts didn’t have a calendar so they used the moon to help them mark time.  They also held festi-

vals to  mark the seasons in February, May, August and November.’     Ollie Rose 

‘A druid would throw food into the river to keep the River God happy. There was a God of the Sky called 

Sucellos. He made thunder using a hammer! Some druids could even understand maths.’ George North-

way 

‘Druids used nature around them to think about things – Gods of forests, Gods of water, Gods of rock 

……Gods of everything!   Joshua Vaughan 

‘Druids would make sure they buried a dead warrior with all the things he might need – a dagger, a hel-

met, a sword, some food and even their chariot!’  Rebecca Hamm 

‘The centre for the druids was in Wales, on the island of Anglesey – many druids would visit to offer 

gifts to their Gods. People believed the druids could see into the future.’  Ben Fullaway 

‘Druids were powerful people in the Celtic tribe – the chief of the tribe would ask the druid to protect 

the tribe by giving the gifts to the gods. Sometimes the druid would sacrifice  person to the Gods’  

Alexander Peill 

 

 



Some Extracts From Our History Work 

 

When Purple Class worked on this magazine, they combined Maths with Liter-

acy by conducting a questionnaire.  One of the questions involved our favour-

ite subjects in the curriculum. 

 

Although English was the clear winner (making Mr Perks really REALLY happy), 

another of our favourites is History.  So, here are some extracts from our work 

in this lesson. 

 

Newspaper Headlines 1649 – Execution of King Charles  

 

‘It was a cold January morning in 1649 and the King was led to his place of exe-

cution. The executioner wore a black mask. A huge crowd had gathered outside 

the Banqueting House. It was so cold Charles insisted on wearing an undershirt 

so no one would see him shivering. Some people dipped their handkerchiefs in 

Charles blood – they believed it to have healing powers.’  

Archie  

 

‘Among the crowd were Civil War soldiers, some with missing limbs and gro-

tesque injuries – they were a reminder that this was the King who drove the 

country to WAR. He deserved to be executed.’  

Eddie  



 

‘It was a bitterly cold January morning. The King had asked to wear an under-

shirt. If he was seen to be shivering people in the crowd would assume he was 

scared.’ 

Ben  

 

‘The crowd could not believe that England would have no king by the end of 

the day. A lady fainted as the executioner brought down the axe and the  

gruesome head gleamed in the morning light’ 

 

Lara  

‘The Banqueting Hall was the grandest building in the Houses of Parliament. It 

was a symbol of Parliamentary power for the Round Heads. By carrying out the 

execution outside, it allowed the crowds to observe the crushing of the  

monarchy.’  

Annabelle  



Restoration of the Monarchy  - A letter in praise of Charles 11 

 

 

Dear Sir, 

              I am glad to see the Restoration of the monarchy because you have al-

lowed us to return to normal past times. You tolerate different religion. You 

have restored Parliament and you have been a brave reformer. You are interest-

ed in thinking and knowledge and have supported the creation of The Royal So-

ciety. I enjoy theatre and music and I now feel free to enjoy these.  

 

Thank you for being our King. 

 

Yours thankfully 



Letters Home – from Puritan settlers in 

America 

Dear George, 

                      It is now one year since we left England. We felt that we had to 

leave because our strict religion was becoming weakened. The journey was 

long and hard and one passenger died. I want you to know that I miss you so 

much. We faced a harsh winter here and have struggled to build homes and 

farms. It is our hope that in Spring we can begin to plant crops. 

I will write soon, 

Best wishes, Charlotte 

 

Dear Daisy, 

                    I am now in America and are missing you and the others. We have 

met an indigenous tribe and they have helped us to stay alive these past 

months by showing us what to eat. I miss England every day and of course I 

miss you.  

With love, Annabelle 

 

Dear Bill, 

               We are happy to have arrived in America. The journey was hard and 

long – one passenger died but over a hundred of us pilgrims made it. Every-

one was sea sick and a man fell over board and had to be rescued. I hope to 

buy some farm land and build a farm. 

Best wishes, Eddie 



 

Postcards to Shakespeare 

 

Mr Will Shakespeare,                   

New House, 

Stratford on Avon, 

Warwickshire, 

England. 

I need your assistance! I have 

a small stage in London but 

an act is unheard of! I have 

built the most beautiful thea-

tre and I NEED YOU TO BRING 

The King’s Men to play there. 

You will receive a handsome 

reward. 

Yours, 

Mr.Burbage (Toby) 

I seek your immediate help! 

I do wonder how to run a 
theatre without the plays of 

William Shakespeare! 

As ever, 

Burbage. (Danny) 

Roman Menu – Green 

Class 

 FINN CARTER’S CENA MENU 

GUSTATIO 

Red wine 

Camel’s feet 

Bread 

PRIMA MENSA 

Tuna 

Parrot 

 SECUNDA MENSA 

Fresh fruit 

Dormice 

cheesecake 

ISSY’S DAILY MENU 

IENTACULUM 

A choice of honey and pancakes, 

dates, bread and olive oil 

PRANDIUM 

Cold fish, meat, flamingo brain 

and vegetables 

CENA 

Camel’s feet  

Salad and vegetables 



Hannah’s Roman Feast 

IENTACULUM 

Honey and pancakes 

PRANDIUM 

Fruit and bread 

Cold meat 

CENA 

Pig eyeballs 

Camel’s feet 

Seth’s Roman Menu 

PRIMA MENSA 

Roast parrot and flamingo brain 

SECUNDA MENSA 

Shards of dried honey and dates 

soaked in lemon and honey 

JESSE’S MARVELLOUS MENU 

PRIMA MENSA 

Pig’s eyeballs 

Sliced flamingo brain 

SECUNDA MENSA 

Nuts, cheesecake 

wine 

Jack’s Roman Feast 

PRIMA MENSA 

Pancake and bees 

Pig and honey 

Parrot steaks 

SECUND MENSA 

Honey, cheese, dates 

NICK’S NICE MENU 

CENA 

Pig’s eyeballs served with olive oil 

and fish guts 

Pork sausage, savoury porridge 

and lemon juice 

Apples, lemon juice and crushed 

nuts 



Aztec Explorers – Brown Class     Let-

ters home from Tentochtitlan to 

England 

 

Dear Mother and Father, 

You would be amazed by the sights here. There is a huge temple where people pray and make 

sacrifices of other humans. Before they are sacrificed medicines are tried on them. 

Most people live in small huts and work growing food. When a warrior has killed a certain 

number of people in battle, he is awarded a head dress of an eagle or a jaguar which are 

brightly coloured and they wear elaborate jewelry with many precious stones such as jade or 

topaz. 

With fondest love, Miranda 

 

Hola mi familia! I am well. We have made an amazing discovery – a floating 

city! They call themselves Aztecs and have named their city Tentochtitlan. 

There are thousands of people in this great city. In the centre, there are temples 

because religion is important to their culture. The rich wear colourful clothes 

whilst the commoners do not. It is very beautiful. 

Hasta Luego, 

Beth 

 

Dear dad and mum, 

I ARRIVED IN TENTOCHTITLAN AND I CAN’T BELIEVE MY EYES – 

THERE IS AN AMAZING LAKE AND MASSIVE TEMPLES WHERE THEY 

FEED PEOPLE TO THE GODS. There are around 200,000 people -

warriors, priests and slaves. 

Best wishes from wilf 



GREETINGS FROM MEXICO 

After 5 days of trekking through the hot jungle we suddenly came across a 

magnificent sight – a huge city built on a series of islets on Lake Tcxcoco. The 

city was based on a symmetrical lay out that was divided into 4 sections called 

campans. The city was interlaced with canals which were useful for transporta-

tion. As we walked down the mountain to the city, the people who lived there 

came out to greet us. We gave them gifts of gold coins and coloured beads for 

necklaces. 

I miss you – please write to me very soom!   Rebecca 
Dear Barney and Gia, 

I have arrived in a place called Mexico. I have stumbled upon the Aztec City 
of Tentochtitlan. 

Unbelievably, the city is built on a lake, not the land. There is plenty of water 
to grow crops like maize. The Aztecs are interesting and seem to have a God 
for everything! They have schools where boys are taught how to fight. Girls 
are taught to cook. 

Yours as ever, Wilson 

 

Dear Mum and Dad, 

                      Today I saw the amazing Az-
tec City of Tentochtitlan in Mexico. It was built 
between 1325 and 1521 on a lake and became the 
Aztec capital. The rich Aztecs have slaves to help 
them but the poor are mostly farmers and they 
work all the time. They believe in many Gods and 

they make sacrifices to these Gods. 

Best wishes to you from Bella 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Monthly Mumble 

The Weekly Who? 

What treasure awaits in Sutton Hoo? 

‘This is an amazing discovery’ said An-

glo Saxon historian, Peter Grimes. ‘A 90 

foot long boat, perfectly preserved in a 

Suffolk field.’ Unbelievably, it is thought 

to be a burial ship for a courageous 

king. Many think it was for King Red-

wald. 

He must have been a very rich and im-

portant ruler. 

Cub reporter -  Casey Joyce 

SUTTON Who? 

A buried boat has been found in 

Suffolk at Sutton Hoo. The boat 

belonged to an Anglo Saxon 

King and he was buried in his 

boat with his possessions. Ar-

chaeologists have discovered 

gold ingots, a magnificent 

bronze helmet and a selection 

of weapons. 

By Local History Reporter 

SUTTON HOO GRAVE  

by Marcus Sunralithingham 

A ship has been discovered under a mound of earth at 

Sutton Hoo. The local land owner , Mrs Pretty, reported 

that archaeologists have excavated a ship under a 

mountain of soil. Mrs. Pretty commented ‘I was over-

whelmed when I saw the boat and there is some contro-

versy over whether it might have been a grave. The 

treasures inside are probably worth a lot of money!” 



THE MURDER OF THOMAS BECKET 

BY THE YELLOW CLASS 

 

 

 

 
 

Thomas Becket was born in 1118 in London. As he grew up he mixed with some 

very rich people and learnt how to hunt and ride. He became friends with Henry 

who became King Henry II, in 1133. Henry made him Chancellor of England 

AND THEN Archbishop of Canterbury in 1162. 

The Archbishop was the Head of the Church in England. Most people were 

Catholics so their leader was the Pope. So now Becket had to listen to the Pope 

and consequently his relationship with Henry was not so good. Becket had be-

come very religious and even wore a horse hair shirt which was very uncomfort-

able, but it was a religious tradition. He was taking his job as Archbishop very 

seriously!  (Adam Tate) 

One day, Thomas and Henry had a big argument and Thomas became scared 

that Henry might kill him. He fled to France for six years. Henry was angry that 

Thomas would not do what he was told. He did not want Thomas to follow the 

Pope’s leadership. (Jamie Shaw) 

Henry wanted power over the church. He thought Thomas would give him that 

power but Thomas Becket told him that the only powerful person he could rely 

on was God. Henry did not want to hear this! When Becket returned to England 

he went back to the church and excommunicated some of the priests who had 

supported Henry. Henry was furious. (Toby Kapedia) 

Who will rid me of this 
troublesome priest? 



Four knights overheard Henry muttering to himself the famous words ‘Who will 

rid me of this troublesome priest?” They rode to Canterbury Cathedral and took 

off their armour. (Adam Tate) 

They told Thomas Becket he was under arrest but he refused to cooperate. The 

knights then murdered him on the steps of the altar of Canterbury Cathedral. 

(Toby Kapedia) 

In my view, I don’t think Henry actually intended his friend to be murdered. He did 

feel afterwards that it was all his fault and he blamed himself. It was clear that 

Henry cared about his friend. In his grief, he locked himself in his room for three 

days and had no food or water. He also asked his soldiers to whip him. (Ryan 

Lee) 

After Thomas’ death, miracles were said to have happened at the tomb of Beck-

et.King Henry made a pilgrimage to Canterbury barefooted and wearing sack-

cloth. He was flogged at the door of the church. To sum up, this was a very sad 

story about a power struggle between the King and the Head of the Church of 

England but also a falling out between two close friends. (Thomas Primdahl) 

 



Take a look at the great ‘Secret Service’  

related writing tasks  

Miss Cooney’s English Group have been       

doing! 

 

They even wrote to Anthony Horowitz him-

self (since the book, ‘Stormbreaker’ had 

been their inspiration), and received a  

reply!! 

Anthony’s letter is now framed and  

hanging on Ms. Cooney’s wall! 





Gadget Advert  

This revolutionary gadget could save your life. It’s a ladybird with a camera on 

it so you can spy on terrorists and drop bombs on them and you don’t get 

killed.  You can take pictures of them as well and catch them in the act! The 

antennae is a sleep dart, the black dots are poisonous so if a terrorist tries to 

touch it he dies.  It is a yellow ladybird this is what it  look likes you can get 

more than one camera on it because the antennaes can and be cameras as well 

as sleep darts. The sleep dart goes off at the speed of light.  

 

Bobby: Hello I’m here to show you the prototype exso- glove that has been made with 
titanium. And you can call anyone with in 2000-meter range and It can almost break any-
thing also if you press the number six you get a dagger sticking out of the glove above 
you hand if you press five you get a knock out dart 

Example Sam please stand there 

 

Dart shoots into the air making shhhhhhh sound and hits Sam 

 

Sam: zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz (Sam is asleep) 

  

Bobby: Although it’s a prototype it can do a lot but also you can conduct energy and turn 
it into a ball then push it any machine and it stops completely as a result, this is the per-
fect tool in any situation there will be more features in the future. and you should use 
these wisely. 

  



NEW SPY PEN 

 

Now from M.1.6 you can get a new industrial SPY PEN, with a        

hidden camera so you can spy on your enemies. 

Imagine you were stuck in a glass room. You could use your spy 

pen too get out by simply using the small laser at the 

bottom of your pen to create a hole in the side of the room to es-

cape. 

The pen also has a button at the bottom that will fire 4 bullets out 

of the new screw on nib. 

It also comes with a lid and that's where the camera is. 

 

Unbelievably, there is room for you to put hidden messages in 

where the button is. 

In addition, it comes with a spy watch that can easily control one 

of the bullets from the spy pen. With a few turns of the outer ring 

you will be controlling your bullet. 

 

BUY NOW WHILE STOCKS LAST AT 

WWW.M16.NET. 

 

 

 

 William P.C 

http://www.m16.net/


Introducing… SPY PAD 
(007 music plays…) 

Hidden in plain sight, this anonymous-looking tablet is full of special 
agent mission-critical features. 

You can launch and control your drone with the amazing LIGHTSPEED 
launcher.  Not only can you spy on the enemy but also use it to work 
out where their vehicles come from. 

 

The next feature is the tazertastic mechanism with a 15 metre range… 
the STUNOTRON. 

 

It also comes with a camera called DETECTOCAM which has amazing 
fingerprint-matching technology, therefore you can easily determine 
not only 

How long ago the finger print was left and who left it; but also which 
direction they were travelling in. 

The next feature could send a storm through the hacking world.  
HACKMASTER allows you to access enemy devices.  As a result you can 
find out what they know. 

The exploding finale is the voice-activated SELFBAM which only re-
sponds to your voice and allows you to set the self-destruct feature. 

A 

vailable in all good spy stores now at a cost of £2000.99 



Beth  – English Script for ‘Clikbot’ 

 

Do you ever wonder where your pet goes when you go to work? 

 

Do you wonder why your child comes home sad from school? 

 

Do you wonder why things go missing from your house? 

 

Then think ‘Clikbot’. 

 

Clikbot is a normal 

looking pen but in-

side the pen are 20 

clikbots.  

 

Here is what it looks 

like: (show picture 

of Clikbot) 

 

Clikbot has a camera and a tracking clip inside it and it connects up to a       

computer. 

 

Why you need a Clikbot: 

Well if you want to know where your pet is going when you’re at work, simply 

click the end of the pen and a microbot will come out then put it on your furry 

friend. Now you know where it is and see where it is. You can put it on anything! 

 

Clikbot in stores now – comes with free app.  

 





Marcus S – ALock Goggles 

 

The ALock goggles are the best because of their amazing night vision. If you are 
skiing in the dark, you can see all the trees and rocks, which is amazing! 

It doesn’t stop there because there’s a clear shoot camera on top so you can 
film yourself. As a result, it is clearly the 
best! 

(Spring sale on buy 1 get 1 free for £199) 

 

Aswell as this, it has a food pipe with 
chocolate. 

 

 

Edward H – Secret 2DS 

 

IT’S THE SECRET 2DS! (It’s amazing) 

 

It looks normal but it is not.  

Firstly, it does something cool without a game.  

Also…it can do more 4 secret spy gear and weapons in 4 games that you can 
definitely play normally and use the secret power.  

It’s stupendously secret super powers are: 

Invisible 

Hears people through walls 

Turns into a jetpack 

Shoots an incredible missile 

It’s a mystery 

And it comes with free, exclusive headphones. 

 

Buy in Edward’s store ™ £120 - £150 



INTRODUCING THE LAMBY LAZ-BOW 

By Casey 

 

I bring you: the amazing Lamby Laz-Bow! 

An ordinary pen, then click, it’s a Laz-Bow (a crossbow that fires la-

sers!!!!!!!) In addition, it comes with an emergency button!!!!! It is as 

much use as 12 crossbows together (probably!!!!!!!!!!!!!) More about 

the emergency button: it orders a helicopter that arrives in two       

seconds, in addition it gives off a smokescreen!!!!!! Wait don’t turn off 

yet, theirs more epic to come!!!!!!!!! 

It’s as good as any other Laz-

Bow!!!!!!!!!!!! And as well as getting 

99.999 percent of the 1st one ever 

made, you get 4 lasers cartridges free 

and 1 already installed!!!!!!!!!!!! Rush 

to your nearest store to get one 

N.O.W!!!!!!!! 

 

Keep out of reach from kids under 18 

years old. Each sold separately. 

£100.09 each. Use responsibly, 

brought to you by firelight companies. Read instruction manual before 

use. D.O.N.’. T sell cartridges separately. No refunds after 1st use.  

 

By Casey 



Grace.W – English Script for the Control Gun 

 

The gun fires bullets that enable you to control people’s 

movements. 

 

When you pull the trigger, a tiny bullet shoots out. You 

must try to hit the brain section of the body since the toxic 

bullet needs to intoxicate the brain. Unbelievably ena-

bling you to control them with the controller. You can 

control the movement easily by using the 9 different fight 

buttons.  

 

You can buy this amazing spy tech for only £1500. You 

can buy this off our indescribable website called 

spy.com. 
 

Beat you enemies and buy this product 
now! 



Jamie.S – The M16215 Spy Watch 

 

TOP TOP TOP TO… 

‘Get on with it already!’ 

‘Got it boss. Dun, dun, dun… it’s the M16215 Spy Watch’ (hold 
his hands) 

‘A watch!’ 

‘The M16215 Spy Watch is a state of the art gadget that gets 

you out of tricky situations in a matter of seconds. Firstly, this 
attractive device confuses your enemies with 14 numbers and 3 
hands on the face.  

You can use the numbers and hands to set secret meeting times 
and complex security codes. If you are running for your life and 
can’t put in the code your watch will sense your unique fear 
pattern and will unlock the watch’s secret hatch to reveal your 
escape options.  

There are 15 buttons which all do different things like: 

 

Give you rocket boots; 

Gives you advice in bad situations 

Teleport to somewhere else; 

Gives you a torch so you can see; 

And if everything else fails you can 
use the self-destruct button so your enemy can’t get the In-
tel from you! 

 

From M 16 



Gold Class – R.E: Bible Stories. 

BREAKING NEWS… 

NOAH BUILDS ARK TO BEAT 

FLOOD. 

 

 

 

If you come to our village, you will see 

Noah building his Ark. He thinks that a big 

storm is coming to our village.  When it 

flooded, people wanted to go on the Ark 

but only animals were allowed, so the 

people died. 

A dove came with a leaf to say it was dry. 

God said to Noah that he would never 

send another flood. 

Chief Reporter: Alexander  

Noah built an Ark to save the people and the 

animals. The Ark floated for six months. Af-

terwards, a dove came back with a leaf to say 

it is okay to come out of the Ark. 

Chief Reporter: Josh  

Noah, a man from our local vil-

lage, built a boat because a 

storm was coming. There was a 

flood. On the Ark was Noah, his 

mum and all the animals; they 

floated for six months. They 

sent out a dove who came back 

with a leaf in its beak. The wa-

ter was gone. The animals came 

out. They were free. 

Chief Reporter: Rebecca  

Noah built an Ark to 

save the animals and his 

family. The rain started 

to fall, so he loaded up 

the animals and they 

went to bed. 

When he woke up, he sent 

out a bird to find out 

if the flowers were 

growing. 

Chief Reporter: Ollie  



A local man in the village, is building 

a boat because there is going to be a 

flood. Two of every animal is going to 

go on the boat and stay there for six 

months. 

Noah will send out a dove to find out 

when all the water has gone away. 

Chief Reporter: Oliver  

A local man called Noah, in our village built an Ark. I 

asked him if I could come onto the Ark and he said 

“Yes.” I was so happy, I jumped up and down. 

Every one believed in us. The flood started getting heav-

ier and heavier and the boat rocked up and down. 

Noah sent out a dove and it gave good news – there was 

land. Noah opened the door. 

Chief Reporter: Ben  



Final Words . . . 

Words-of-Wisdom From  

Our 2017 Leavers 







Did You Know? 

 
Research proves that by handwriting our notes 

(rather than typing them) you are more likely to  

remember them.  Also, scientists have shown that by 

writing about something (rather than typing about 

it), our comprehension of what we are writing about 

is much better. 

 

At Calder House we love the fact that we get help 

developing a good cursive handwriting style.  Earning 

your Pen Licence is one of the best things ever. 

 

Because of this, we thought it was really important 

that we scanned some handwritten work, and  

included it in this year’s magazine.   

 

- Archie - 















EMPOWERING OUR CHILDREN THROUGH  

MINDFULNESS SUBSKILLS LESSONS. 

Mr Perks 

 

At Calder House we understand that a child’s self-concept as a learner is 

intrinsic to the success they make.  This is especially important when it 

comes to reading, where many of the children joining us do not see 

themselves as ‘readers.’  Here, then, we like to widen our understanding 

of what it is to be a  good reader, including within this definition the 

child’s attitude towards reading.  The same goes for learning in general. 

 

A not insignificant number of children come to Calder House with low 

self-esteem.  They might employ work-avoidance strategies because—in 

their minds—failure is inevitable, and who wants to experience failure? 

 

Previous experience of failure is the driving force behind many of our 

children’s difficulties.  Buried deep within the ancient part of 

our brain is a small area called the AMYGDALA.  Now, the 

amygdala is interesting: it is the region of the brain that deals 

with FEAR.  It is responsible for releasing stress hormones, which—in 

turn— increase our level of alertness to threat.  Part of this threat re-

sponse is, of course, to freeze.  The amygdala is also connected to 

Memory.  So, whenever the threat response has been triggered, a deep-

rooted memory is formed within our brains.  We see this in the children 

coming to us.  Of course, overriding this Memory is very difficult           

indeed: UNLEARNING A THING IS MUCH HARDER THAN LEARNING IT. 



This is where our Mindfulness subskill lessons come in.  It is all about    

giving our learners strategies for overcoming negative experiences,        

replacing them with positive ones, so that the old threat responses  no 

longer exert their power.  During these lessons, we teach our children to 

be reflective learners; to think about what a task requires of them, and 

the best way to go about approaching it.  And, if their first attempt does 

not quite strike the Bull’s Eye (or, perhaps, not hit the board at all), then 

we reflect upon what we need to change in order to achieve a better   

outcome next time round.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Our subskills lessons, then, move our learners towards metacognition, 

self-advocacy and self-empowerment.  Part of this is using the right      

language.  So, the word ‘failure’ is never used: ‘Mistakes help 

me to improve’ replaces ‘I have made a mistake.’  ‘This is too 

hard for me’ is        displaced by ‘Okay, this is tough and so may 

take me a little while longer.’ 

http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwikx-nw6tTQAhXLExoKHZ0_BwIQjRwIBw&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.buzzle.com%2Farticles%2Famygdala-function.html&psig=AFQjCNFEGCbPlzWbuZkR17KJRbRs6kzr4g&ust=1480744920551449


Perhaps more importantly, our children are shown that all responses 

are perfectly legitimate.   



For We Are Such Stuff  As Dreams Are Made On . . . 

Shakespeare Players Visit Calder House 

IJP 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Truth be told . . . 

 

I snatched at the opportunity to have a small theatre group perform at Calder House – and con-

duct a workshop – for our children.  I LOVE Shakespeare’s plays.  So much so, I gave my daugh-

ter the middle name Miranda (from Shakespeare’s play, The Tempest).   

 

As a boy, I could not claim to have understood what the players were saying.   

 

That isn’t the point. 

 

The point is that I knew there was magic and music in words (in the same way I am a lousy 

French speaker, yet just love hearing French being spoken - with a good accent, anyway). 

 

 



The magic comes first.  Understanding later.  Just look at the pho-

tographs I took of  the children’s faces during the performance.  That’s often the order 

in which ‘life-long learning’ (the best kind) happens.  Good teaching doesn’t force  

Understanding.  ‘Understanding’ will come when it’s good-and-ready.  And that is 

what we saw during today’s visit.  This small band of  just three ‘players’ NEVER said: 

‘Okay, this is what Shakespeare’s plays are about.  Learn it.  Remember it.’  I cannot tell you 

how many times, as both a Primary and Secondary English teacher, I have seen  

theatrical companies say that kind of  thing to children.  I loathe it, I really do. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The thing is, if  a textbook tells you: ‘This is what Shakespeare is trying to teach us . . . this is 

the story he is telling us in this play,’ then there is a good chance the textbook is correct.  

HOWEVER, when people tell us: ‘This is EVERYTHING Shakespeare is trying to show 

us,’ well . . . that is definitely incorrect.  It is incorrect because any story (or, in this 

case, a play) is what we bring to it.  Do you think that – as Shakespeare sat writing his 

plays – he ever imagined that forty-one school children would be sat watching his 

plays unfold four hundred years later?  He was a genius, true.  But, he wasn’t that clev-

er!  Even he could not imagine how his stories would impact dyslexic learners. 

 



 

That’s the thing.  Our visitors never forced our children to see the plays from one angle.  

In the workshop, they encouraged our learners to see characters through their own eyes – 

nobody else’s. 

 

Why should Calder House have invested time in showing children Shakespeare?  Well, the 

National Curriculum kind of  demands it when it references our literary heritage.  But, in all 

honesty, that is not the reason.  Again, take a look at the photographs.  THAT’S THE 

REASON. 

 

Everyone loves a good story.  Good teachers are like good  

journalists—they should be storytellers.   

 

Stories (and this includes plays) are fundamental as channels for making sure that we pass 

ideas, memories and emotions down the line to others.  These plays may all be made up – 

fictional, but, as so many others have said, fiction is the lie that shows us true things . . . 

the truth about humanity. 

 

So, what did our children learn today as they acted out character roles, learning to walk in 

a particular way . . . or raise an eye-brow at a certain angle?  They learned that there is a 

lot the author or playwright DOESN’T tell us . . . the stuff  we have to imagine and  

visualise for ourselves to fully bring ink to life. 

 

They learned that they have the right to tell stories in their own particular ways, 

because not just the author (or playwright) gives a story its meaning.  We do, too.  

And that is empowering stuff !  Especially for a dyslexic learner. 

 

Mr I J Perks 

 

 



Extracts from our History Essay : 

Fireworks in the Old Days, By Danny 

 

 

My intention is to tell you all the facts I know about the Gunpowder plot.  I will begin 

by taking you back to 1605.  Let us now turn to why King James 1, was so unpopular.  

He took over from Elizabeth I after she died. He was a Scottish King serving the  

English. Also, he was a protestant, but at that time in England, there were also other 

religions, the Roman Catholics and the Puritans. However, the Puritans were not  

involved in this mission.  In my view, because King James was against the Catholics, a 

small gang of them decided to get rid of him.  In my opinion, this solution was a bit 

overdone.  They should have tried to get the king to listen to what they wanted. 

 

I will now tell you who and how the plot was done. Guy Fawkes, although in my  

opinion, he is the most famous, he was not actually the person in charge. That  

person was Robert Catesby. The plotters asked for Guy Fawkes’s help.  The first thing 

they did was rent a house near to the Houses of Parliament.  Next they made tunnels 

under Parliament to keep the gunpowder in. The way they delivered the gunpowder 

was by boat, barrel by barrel, along the River Thames. The idea was that the next 

time the king was in Parliament, they would blow it up. 

 

However one man, Thomas Wintour, made the plan fail. It would have been a suc-

cess if he didn’t send a letter to Lord Monteagle. The letter clearly told Monteagle 

not to go to Parliament on that day.  That day was 5th November. He ran to the King 

about the contents of the letter. The lord could have saved himself instead of telling 

the King about the plot.  



When Monteagle told the King, the King sent his men to search Parlia-

ment.  The soldiers searched from the top to the very bottom of the Hous-

es of Parliament.  It was a very long search because the Houses of Parlia-

ment was one of the biggest buildings of its time. They eventually found 

Guy Fawkes himself and the barrels of gunpowder, all underneath parlia-

ment.  He was caught red-handed, with the gunpowder. 

 

Subsequently, they took Guy Fawkes to the Tower of London.  This was the 

place where lots of criminals were taken to be punished, tortured and 

killed.  Guy Fawkes was tortured for days, until he finally revealed the 

names of the other plotters.  All 8 of the gang were sentenced to death. 

 

King James wanted to make sure that such a big threat to his power never 

happened again.  So, he insisted that every 5th November, people light a 

bonfire in memory of saving the Houses of Parliament.  

 

Now, people today celebrate Bonfire Night with fireworks and a big bon-

fire with a ‘Guy’ on top of it.  The Guy is a dummy dressed like Guy 

Fawkes, which is burnt, just like Guy Fawkes was burnt to death for his 

role in the gunpowder plot. 

 

What we will never know is was it designed to really succeed or was it 

planned to make the King look strong and powerful, because some people 

say he was a coward? The torture method also cannot be relied on as it is 

not very useful, because people would admit to anything to get released. 

 

I hope you have enjoyed what you have read. 



 

Mr Perks’s Choice: Do Androids Dream of Electric Sheep? by Philip K. Dick 

(A.K.A. Blade Runner). Published 1968 

 

As I needed a criterion to limit my 

choice, I chose this book simply         

because it is the only book I read as a 

teenager that I have returned to as an 

adult. If Jules Verne is the ‘Father of 

Science Fiction’ then Philip K. Dick 

and Isaac Asimov are his very clever 

sons, who took Science- Fiction to a 

new, existential, level.  Do Androids 

Dream of Electric Sheep is set in a   

future decimated by Technology and 

‘Progress’. It is about an unfeeling 

human bounty hunter who is sent to 

kill a group of androids who refuse 

to serve humans any longer. In this 

future, technology is so advanced, 

that androids and humans cannot be 

told apart – in fact, some androids aren’t even aware they are artificial life-

forms, but live their lives            believing they are humans. It is the job of 

the bounty-hunter to break the news—that they were, in fact, 

‘manufactured’ (imagine having to tell someone this?!). 

 



This book asks what it is to be human: the bounty hunter begins to feel 

uncomfortable about his mission, and soon realizes that these androids 

are more ‘human’ than he is. It is an android who inspires in this heartless 

human a sense of longing to be a better human being.  

 

Each time I read this story my ideas as to what it is to be human become 

both clearer and more curdled. This, for me, is the signpost that it is a special 

book: I like its ambiguity.  These androids are part organic flesh, and enjoy 

building memories. Does this make them human? How much of a real    

human-being could we remove and replace with micro-chips before he stopped 

being human?  

 

Is Memory the most important human quality?  

 

Are we still human if there is no emotional reaction when we remember joyous 

or sad moments? 

 

This is a grown-up piece of Science Fiction for able teen readers (and 

above). It raises important questions about Memory and Soul, and it 

does this in a poignant—but unromantic, way (so . . . good for boys). 

 

What do I love most about it this story?  

 

I love that it is an android who teaches a human what 

GRACE and    DIGNITY are. It is a lesson about   being 

open to learning about ourselves from the least-likely 

sources. 



WORKING MEMORY: WHAT IS IT, 

AND HOW DOES COGMED HELP? 

 
BUT FIRST, . . . 

Here are some of our comments about Cogmed : 

‘It helps you remember stuff’ Casey 

‘I learn from my mistakes and don’t feel so bad about failing’ Ellie 

‘It pushes me to remember more. I feel proud when I do well’ Ryan 

‘It helps my memory and I remember more’ Hannah 

‘It pushes you so you are ready for your lessons’ Nick 

‘Take the challenge and be determined’ Issy 

‘It sometimes feels tense when you are close to a high score’ Adam 

‘It feels exhilarating and challenging’ Jamie 

‘I think it is like a great adventure into my mind’ Oscar 

‘ It’s a long journey but it’s worth it’ Toby  



Some (Very General) Bits ‘n’ Bobs About Working Memory 

 

 Introduction 

 

Lots of our children’s difficulties make much more sense when considered in relation to working 
memory problems.   

 

 

 

What is Working Memory? 

 

Working memory is the ability to keep information in the mind for a short period of time AND the 

ability to use this information. 

 

Research has now established that, as regards to working memory, there is a degree of neural 

plasticity (the brain can be ‘trained’ to improve). 

 

Brain imaging reveals that the working memory centres are based in the frontal lobe (front of the 

brain) and in the parietal lobe (to the back of the brain). 

 

 

 

 

Working memory can be measured in several ways – for example, by testing how many digits the 
subject can repeat after hearing them once (verbal working memory), or by testing how many posi-
tions the subject can remember after seeing them just once (visual working memory). 



 

Verbal working memory is necessary for comprehending longer sentences, and verbal working 

memory predicts performance in reading comprehension. 

 

MORE GENERALLY, WORKING MEMORY HAS BEEN SUGGESTED BY SOME RE-
SEARCH TO BE THE SINGLE MOST IMPORTANT FACTOR IN DETERMINING GENERAL 

INTELLECTUAL ABILITY (Conway et al., 2003) 

 

Clear evidence also exists to confirm a strong correlation between working memory capacity 

and the ability to resist distractions (Conway et al., 2001). 

 

There are many models of what working memory is, but the generally accepted model is that of 
Baddeley & Hitch (1974).  In this model, working memory acts as a kind of co-ordinator – the 
central executive – to co-ordinate two ‘slave memories’:  the visual-spatial sketchpad (our inner 
eye) and the phonological loop (auditory and written inputs).   

 

 

 

 

 

The central executive acts more like a system which controls attentional processes, rather than 
a memory store – an integrating (i.e., combining) machine. 



Types of Memory 
 

 

 

 

  Working Memory & Learning 
 

Working memory is associated with reading (Gathercole & Pickering, 2000), mathematics 
(Geary et al., 2004) and SATs performance in the National Curriculum (Gathercole et al., 
2000). 

 

It does not appear to be affected by prior education, socio-economic status or ethnicity 
(Engel et al., 2008). 

 

Children with poor working memory make poor academic progress (Gathercole et al., 2004). 

 

Of 300 children with poor working memory, 83% scored poorly in either reading or maths 
tests, with the vast majority of these scoring poorly in BOTH areas (Gathercole & Allo-
way, 2008). 

 

 

Working memory allows us to hold information in order to complete a task, and is especially important in 
any cognitively demanding environment. 

 

 

 

 

 

MEMORY TYPE MEMORY FOR DURATION EXAMPLE 

Procedural   

Learned Skills 

  

Lifetime 

  

Riding a bike 

Semantic 

  

  

Facts 

  

Long term 

  

Capital cities 

Autobiographical 

  

  

Facts about life 

  

Lifetime 

  

Wedding Day 

Episodic 

  

  

Particular experi-
ences 

  

  

Few days 

  

Where you parked 
your car. 

Working 

  

  

  

Short-term 

  

Few seconds 

  

Following instruc-
tions 



Working Memory Checklist 
 

If children have four (or more) of these difficulties, it is possible they have working memory deficit. 

 

As you go through this list, have a think about some of our children in Purple Class.  Then, go to 
your Strength & Weakness Chart, and take a look at their Working memory scores!! 

 

Is easily distracted; 

Has trouble waiting turn; 

Struggles with reading comprehension; 

Struggles with maths; 

Struggles with getting started; 

Struggles with completing a task; 

Difficulties with planning and organising; 

Often seems restless; 

Loses belongings frequently. 

 

When people have working memory deficits, they are often experienced as ‘inattention problems.’ 

 

 

What Does CogMed Do? 

 

Cogmed computer training includes scientifically tested exercises that train auditory and visuo-
spatial working memory.  The difficulty level of the program is automatically adapted to individual 
student’s working memory capacity.  Children will find the tasks difficult, as the program only works 
where the student is being stretched to the very limits of their working memory capacity. 

 

The training takes from 30-45 minutes per session and MUST occur daily and at structured times.  
Training must be intensive for best (more ‘durable’ effect). 

 



Cogmed Trifle Recipe 

Chill a cheerful Cogmed jelly 

Mix in motivation and maximum effort 

Pour over a memory custard 

Whip up double commitment and smooth over. 

Sprinkle with pride and a sense of achievement. 

 

 

 



 

Main plot: 

Muncle Trogg is a normal giant except he is incredibly small. One horrible day 

Muncles brother, Grit Trogg lost a school dragon Snarg…Muncle encounters 

Smallings, Birds and many others trying to save his brothers reputation. Then 

finally when snarg gets captured he burns down the whole town. Muncle almost 

got expelled, but at least his Brothers place at the school was safe. 

Best part: 

When snarg burned down the school, it kept me reading the whole way 

through!!! 

Rating:  

***** 

 

Four a half stars some bits keep you reading, but some are a bit boring… I 

think people with a good liking to wildlife/nature would love this book! 

Characters: 

Muncle Trogg 

Grit Trogg 

Mr Numskull 

Mr. Thackum 

Mrs. Trogg 

Mr. Trogg 

By Casey 22.11.16 



MORE POETRY 

Poetry That Makes You Want To Get Up In 

The Morning  

 

Morning comes with my dog licking, 

Morning comes with Bobby neighing, 

Morning comes with cars zooming, 

Morning comes with cockerel crowing, 

Morning comes with tractors starting, 

Morning comes with farm yard noises waking me up! 

 

By Ollie 

 

Morning 

 

Morning comes with waffles baking, 

Morning comes with bacon sizzling, 

Morning comes with my duvet messy, 

Morning comes with me waking me up! 

 

By Josh 



Morning 

 

Morning comes with stepping on Lego, 

Morning comes with my dog licking, 

Morning comes with my brother shouting, 

Morning comes with sun gleaming, 

Morning comes with cheese melting, 

Morning comes with my hair messy, 

Morning comes with pulling and shoving! 

 

By Wilson 

 

Morning 

 

Morning comes with birds singing, 

Morning comes with dog lapping, 

Morning comes with my cat scratching, 

Morning comes with bacon sizzling, 

Morning comes with shower spraying, 

Morning comes with Mother waking me up! 

 

By Seth 



Morning 

 

Morning comes with Pooh Bear cuddling, 

Morning comes with cuddly dog hugging, 

Morning comes with eggs boiling, 

Morning comes with smelly feet. 

Morning comes with toast popping. 

Morning comes with Mummy waking me up! 

 

By George  

 

 

Morning 

 

Morning comes with cats meowing, 

Morning comes with cat food falling, 

Morning comes with sun gleaming, 

Morning comes with alarm clock ringing, 

Morning comes 

With cats coming to wake me up! 

 

By Hannah 



Toby Kneller 

who watched too much TV 

by Mrs Parsons  

in the style of Hilaire Belloc 

 

There was a chap named Toby Kneller,  

a rather chirpy kind of fella, 

who loved to simply watch and watch 

just everything upon the box. 

Quizzes, soaps and comedies, 

all kinds of films and even these: 

Tales of heroes long ago 

and soldiers shouting, “Friend or foe?” 

In fact he hardly left the sofa, 

although he sometimes had to go for 

treats to nibble while he goggled. 

Unfortunately his eyes were boggled. 

They bulged and looked painfully bloodshot! 

His parents thought that he had got 

a peculiar kind of TV disease. 

Why was he interested in bees? 

Or ways to manufacture cheese? 

Or green and prickly miniature trees? 

They whispered worriedly to each other 

and even asked his older brother 

“What shall we do? The time has come 

to make that Toby shift his bum. 

He’s got to start to exercise  

or he’ll become, before our eyes, 

an obese child with a huge belly 

that wibbles and wobbles just like a jelly!” 

And so a plan was hatched to make 

their precious Toby, for his own sake 

into a healthy, lively boy. 

 

They had an interesting ploy 

to drag him from the TV set 

involving buying him a pet. 

Something furry, large and loving 

that needed daily walks and grooming. 

He’d simply have to leave the lounge 

and shift that extra weight in pounds. 

And so his parents bought an afghan –  

a hairy brute! They named him Dan. 

My goodness – he was very fast! 

He dragged them home, they were aghast 

at how a dog could be so strong! 

He really pulled them both along 

at such a speed; they had no time 

to take a breath and as they climbed 

the hill towards their cosy home, 

they said, “I do hope he won’t moan 

about this puppy. He’ll be great 

for shifting Toby’s excess weight!” 

But sadly as they neared their house, 

they stopped and watched it being doused 

by hunky firemen, strong and butch –  

the one in charge was clearly Dutch! 

“Oh no! Whatever’s happened dear?” 

shrieked Toby’s mother, filled with fear. 

“Oh where can our poor Toby be?” 

“He’ll be in front of the TV!” 

remarked his father, who was shaking. 

Could this have been of Toby’s making? 

Unfortunately his demise 

had been to watch, to his surprise 

too much TV and so it happened  

that Toby’s eyes had become flattened. 

 



Instead of bulging dangerously, 

they’d sunk as flat as they could be 

until they exploded from his skull 

and spun like a demented gull 

towards the overheated set 

at breakneck speed – a jumbo jet? 

The resulting fire, an inevitable fate 

came for poor Toby, just too late. 

Unable now to leave his seat, 

engulfed by smoke and flames and heat, 

he shrivelled up and oh dear no, 

just couldn’t move – nowhere to go! 

His parents were distraught of course. 

To replace Toby they bought a horse 

And named him Toby, out of love. 

And adopted too a turtle dove  

which brought such kind love and affection 

So much so I cannot mention! 

So do remember – please don’t watch  

too much TV, but think of such 

poor Toby’s fate -  a dreadful end 

Your eyes of course, have time to mend! 



 

 

Choose a number 

X by  5 

+ 60 

÷ by 5 

 

Take away the original number 

You will have 12. 

How do I know that? 

By Lara  

Choose a number 

X by  6 

+ 60 

÷ by 6 

 

Take away the original number 

You will have 10. 

How do I know that? 

By Charlotte 

Choose a number 

X by  4 

+ 16 

÷ by 4 

 

Take away the original number 

You will have 4. 

 

How do I know that? 

By Toby 



Problem Solving 

– we wrote our own questions 

 

If Theo had 150 sweets and Lara had 330 

and Ryan and Toby have one third each. 

How many do they have?  (Lara and Theo) 

 

Little Billy has 948 stickers and Bobby has 

697 mars bars. Sam has 7 x the amount of 

bars as Bobby and Billy.  Henry has 8 x that 

amount. How many bars does Henry have? 

(Toby and Ryan) 

 

 
 



Archie made this flexitree to organise some 

football teams. 




